RESPONSE TO EDITOR

Thank you for your valuable comment. We have edited our manuscript as you suggest;

1- Line 21 was edited as you said
2- Line 51 was deleted as you suggest
3- This study’s aim has explained with separate paragraph.
4- Equation 1 is referenced.
5- Line 68 was edited
6- Fig1 caption is edited
7- Equation 2 is deleted
8- It is written wrongly. It is edited again
9- Fig3 is edited as you suggest
10- Fig4 is edited as you suggest
11- It was explained and referenced
12- It was edited
13- It was edited
14- It was edited
15- It was edited
16- It was edited
17- It was edited as you suggest
18- I explained detailed
19- He et al. 2012 study explained in discussion